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Abstract
We contribute to the literature on judicial independence and performance in the
states by analyzing opinion clarity. Written opinions are the primary means of
communication for state supreme court justices, and clarity is a core component of
judicial performance. Using automated text analysis on a sample of state supreme
court opinions from all 50 states, we find that variation in judicial retention systems
is not associated with substantively meaningful differences in opinion clarity.
Furthermore, elected judges do not seem to produce clearer opinions in salient
cases notwithstanding the increased public visibility of those decisions. These results
suggest that judges tend to conform to prevailing professional norms despite differing
institutional pressures.
Keywords
elections, political behavior, judicial elections, judicial politics, judicial behavior,
comparative courts, public policy

The public and scholarly debate over judicial elections continues to intensify. As states
evaluate reform proposals either to increase or decrease judicial accountability, policy
makers, judges, advocacy groups, and scholars make the case for their favored methods of selection and retention. Although this debate has historically focused more on
rhetoric than empirical evidence concerning the consequences of different institutional
design choices, a new wave of research concerning the effects of elections on voter
turnout and knowledge (e.g., Bonneau and Hall 2009), perceptions of institutional
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legitimacy (e.g., Gibson 2012), and decision-making on the merits (e.g., Langer 2002)
provides a basis for objectively evaluating reform proposals. Recently, scholars have
also proposed evaluating the consequences of different selection and retention mechanisms based on objective indicators of judicial performance (e.g., Cann 2007; Choi,
Gulati, and Posner 2010; Goelzhauser 2012). This is an important line of research
insofar as it contributes to our understanding of the consequences of institutional
design choices in the states as well as judicial behavior.
We contribute to the literature on judicial independence and performance in the
states by analyzing opinion clarity. Opinion clarity is a central component of judicial
performance (see, for example, Clark and Carrubba 2012; Lax and Cameron 2007).
Written opinions are the primary means of communication between judges and stakeholders in the judicial process. As a result, it is considered essential for judges to write
in a way that can be easily understood by a diverse group of constituents, including the
public, media, policy makers, and other judges (see, for example, Aldisert, Rasch, and
Bartlett 2009; Garner 2002; George 2006). Notwithstanding the widespread consensus
that “good legal writing is plain English” (Wydick 2005, 5), little effort has been
devoted to understanding the causes and consequences of opinion-writing clarity (but
see Nelson 2013; Owens and Wedeking 2011; Owens, Wedeking, and Wohlfarth 2013;
Spriggs 1997; Staton and Vanberg 2008). Ours is the first project to link the discussion
of opinion clarity to the literature on judicial performance and examine its determinants across a broad range of legal issues confronting state supreme courts.
Considering the conflicting theoretical and empirical evidence concerning the link
between judicial independence and performance, the expected relationship between
elections and opinion clarity is ambiguous. The literature on judicial performance and
behavior supports three conflicting hypotheses. Some have argued that elected judges
are likely to be less able than appointed judges (Posner 2005), in which case we might
expect to observe elected state courts producing less clear opinions. Alternatively,
agency theory offers a theoretical basis for the expectation that the electoral connection may enhance judicial performance (Choi, Gulati, and Posner 2010; Goelzhauser
2012), resulting in elected state courts producing clearer opinions in an effort to better
communicate with diverse constituencies. Last, the judicial behavior literature on role
orientation and audience perspectives (Baum 2006; Gibson 1978) suggests that, in
some circumstances, judges may act similar despite different institutional environments due to prevailing professional norms. In addition to exploring the baseline connection between judicial independence and opinion clarity, we also examine the
potentially modifying influence of case salience. Given that the public pressures associated with accountability are most pronounced in salient cases (Cann and Wilhelm
2011), we suggest that elected judges may issue clearer opinions in those disputes.
Using a sample of decisions handed down by supreme courts in all 50 states, we
find no evidence of a substantively meaningful relationship between judicial retention
institutions and opinion clarity either in salient or nonsalient cases. These results are
consistent with the view that at least in some respects, “judges are judges.” Still, these
results have important implications for our understanding of the consequences regarding the design of judicial retention systems in the states in addition to the literature on
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judicial performance. Furthermore, to the extent that clarity serves as a proxy for opinion quality (see, for example, Clark and Carrubba 2012; Lax and Cameron 2007), the
results contradict findings presented by Choi, Gulati, and Posner (2010) suggesting
that elected judges write lower-quality opinions using case citations to capture quality.
Considering the widespread criticism of the use of citations to capture opinion quality
(e.g., Farber 2005; Marshall 2004; Solum 2005), scholars may wish to consider clarity
as an additional indicator of quality in studies of judicial performance. This project
also begins to bridge the growing literatures employing automated content analysis to
uncover substance in political text and communications concerning state (e.g., Coffey
2005; Weinberg 2010) and judicial (e.g., Black et al. 2011; Corley, Collins, and Calvin
2011) politics.

Judicial Retention and Performance
The policy debate over judicial elections hinges in part on understanding the empirical
connection between judicial independence and performance. State experimentation
with alternative institutions for selecting and retaining judges allows scholars to
explore the behavioral consequences of reform. This endeavor has been aided in recent
years by attempts to objectively measure components of judicial performance to gain
a more systematic understanding of the relationship between independence and performance rather than relying solely on anecdotes and normative perspectives concerning the efficacy of various institutional design choices. Although the empirical results
are mixed, the literature offers three theoretical perspectives for understanding the link
between judicial independence and performance.
One theoretical perspective concerning the connection between judicial independence and performance suggests that courts with less independence are likely to perform worse on average. This view derives in part from the perception that merit
selection systems are more likely to produce judges who are politically independent
(e.g., Geyh 2003). Furthermore, some opponents of judicial elections contend that the
rigors and costs of running an election campaign may deter well-qualified people from
seeking office (Goldschmidt 1994). As Judge Posner (2005, 1268) put it, “The number
of people who have both political and judicial talent . . . is probably very small, and
there may even be a degree of incompatibility between the two kinds of talent”; as a
result, he argues, “we can expect that other things being equal, an elective judiciary
will be less able than an appointive one.” The existing empirical evidence offers some
support for Judge Posner’s view concerning the link between judicial independence
and performance. Survey-based measures of judicial performance, for example, indicate that judges who enjoy less independence receive lower performance ratings. Cann
(2007) compares judges’ ratings of their state courts across different selection methods
and finds that states with partisan election systems receive lower ratings from their
judges than states with merit selection or appointment. Berkowitz and Clay (2006),
meanwhile, use surveys of corporate attorneys (a sample that they admit has a number
of biases relative to the population of all attorneys) conducted by the Chamber of
Commerce and find higher-quality ratings for states using retention elections. There is
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also evidence that elected courts write higher-quality opinions as measured by out-ofstate citations (Choi, Gulati, and Posner 2010).
An alternative theoretical perspective concerning the connection between judicial
independence and performance derives from agency theory. On this view, accountability is likely to induce better court performance. The enhanced competitiveness of
judicial elections in recent decades (Bonneau 2004; 2005; Hall 2007) may necessitate
a closer link between elected court systems and performance. There is abundant evidence that elected judges are more accountable to citizens in their decision-making on
the merits (Bonneau and Hall 2009; Brace and Boyea 2008; Hall 1987; 1995; 2001).
Elected judges are also more predictable than appointed judges in their decision-making (Brace, Yates, and Boyea 2012; Yates, Tankersley, and Brace 2010). Furthermore,
there is some evidence that elected courts perform better using alternative measures of
judicial performance. For example, elected courts have been shown to be more productive (Choi, Gulati, and Posner 2010) and efficient in disposing certain types of civil
and criminal cases (Goelzhauser 2012).
A third theoretical perspective suggests that there may not be substantively meaningful differences across selection and retention systems with respect to some aspects
of performance. Although this perspective has received comparatively little attention
in the scholarly literature and policy debate over judicial elections, it is well grounded
in the judicial behavior literature suggesting that, at least under some circumstances,
“judges are judges.” Judges may feel strong compulsion toward filling their professional social role (Gibson 1978) or derive utility from being respected by peers and
other members of the legal community (Baum 2006; Posner 1993). As a result, judges
might be expected to perform similarly regardless of their institutional constraints.
Some of the existing empirical literature concerning the effects of institutional design
choices on state judiciaries can be interpreted in light of this perspective. For example,
some research suggests that there are few differences in qualifications across selection
systems (Emmert and Glick 1988; Glick and Emmert 1987). Moreover, to the extent
that judicial diversity is a component of institutional quality (Alozie 1988; TorresSpelliscy, Chase, and Greenman 2008), the existing empirical evidence suggests that
there is little or no difference in diversity across selection institutions (Glick and
Emmert 1987; Goelzhauser 2011; Hurwitz and Lanier 2003, 2008).

Opinion Clarity
We approach the study of judicial independence and performance through the lens of
opinion clarity. One of the axioms of legal writing is that “[g]ood legal writing is clear,
simple writing” (Lebovits 2004, 65). Authoritative legal (Garner 2002) and judicial
(George 2000) writing handbooks emphasize the importance of clarity. Furthermore,
scholars (Wanderer 2002) and judges (e.g., Aldisert, Rasch, and Bartlett 2009; Bell
1966; Wald 1995) regularly praise the virtues of opinion-writing clarity. The notion
that opinion clarity is a critical aspect of judicial performance is further highlighted by
the fact that numerous state judicial performance commissions include questions concerning clarity in their survey evaluations. For example, the Judicial Performance
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Evaluation Questionnaire in New Hampshire asks respondents to rate the “clarity of
[a] judge’s decision” on a five-point scale. A recent report published by the National
Center for State Courts also urges state supreme courts to focus on producing clear
opinions so that they can be understood by the public and other stakeholders in the
policymaking process (Vickrey, Denton, and Jefferson n.d.).
It is important to emphasize what we mean by opinion clarity. As with the legal
literature advocating clarity in opinion writing discussed above, we are interested in
the clarity of opinions as a whole rather than merely the clarity of any specific legal
rule (or holding). There are important reasons for this emphasis. In addition to the
holding, a judicial opinion typically includes a discussion of the underlying facts of the
case and the reasoning used to support the court’s judgment. Clarity across each of
these dimensions is important for understanding the context and scope of an opinion.
Given that holdings must usually be read in light of the underlying case facts and
analysis, there is value in ensuring comprehensive opinion clarity so that the diverse
group of constituents for judicial opinions (e.g., the public, media, lawyers, litigants,
business interests, advocacy groups, legislators, executives, and other judges) are
readily able to comprehend not only the result of a particular case but also its downstream implications.
The widespread legal consensus that opinion clarity in its broad sense is an indicator of judicial performance is a second reason for focusing on this conceptualization.
Although we do not know of a movement to write less readable judicial opinions in a
broad sense, there is intense debate over the extent to which particular legal rules
should offer clear guidance. The debate over clarity in this sense is best represented
by the literature on the choice between rules and standards. Whereas some commentators advocate for the certainty of rules, others prefer the flexibility inherent in standards. From the perspective of opinion clarity in a broad sense, however, both rules
and standards may be articulated in ways that make them difficult for stakeholders to
decipher linguistically (see Kaplow 1992). In any event, although it is important to
understand the causes and consequences of what might be called “rule clarity” (rather
than “opinion clarity”), we do not understand this to be an objective indicator of judicial performance considering the extensive debate over the value of precision in legal
rulemaking.1
Our core theoretical interest is understanding the relationship between judicial
independence and opinion clarity. The existing literature on judicial elections, performance, and behavior discussed previously suggests three possibilities concerning this
link. First, elected courts may produce opinions that are less clear on average because
they tend to attract less able judges. Second, elected courts may produce clearer opinions on average due to pressures associated with the accountability constraint and the
need to communicate clearly with diverse constituencies. Not only is opinion clarity
valued in its own right as discussed above but it will also often be a necessary prerequisite for communicating quality performance along other dimensions such as the
validity of legal judgments. Last, clarity may differ little across institutional settings if
judges are primarily influenced by professional norms. Although we remain agnostic
about the expected link between retention institutions and opinion clarity considering
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the competing theoretical perspectives and empirical results in the judicial performance literature more generally, we add a theoretical nuance concerning case salience.
For elected judges, the pressures associated with public accountability are most
pronounced when dealing with salient issues (Cann and Wilhelm 2011). Although
Owens and Wedeking (2011) find that opinion clarity is not associated with case
salience using a sample of U.S. Supreme Court opinions, the electoral connection facing some judges may create a net incentive to craft more readable opinions. While
some judges around the world promote their judgments through public relations strategies to enhance judicial power (Staton 2010), courts in the American states are more
likely to rely solely on written opinions to communicate the importance of their decisions. Given that salient opinions are the ones most likely to be scrutinized by core
constituencies, it is reasonable to expect that elected judges may be more likely to
produce clearer opinions in these cases.

Data and Measurement
We use three common measures of opinion clarity. Although there are many measures
of writing clarity, these measures are easy to interpret and are often included as canned
features in popular word processing software such as Microsoft Word. First, we utilize
the Flesch Reading Ease (FRE) statistic (Flesch 1948). FRE is calculated according to
the following formula:
⎛ total sylllables ⎞
⎛ total words ⎞
206.835 − 1.015 ⎜
− 84.6 ⎜
⎟.
⎟
⎝ total words ⎠
⎝ total sentences ⎠

(1)

FRE is a widely used measure of clarity in scholarly literature across a variety of
fields (e.g., B. Coleman and Phung 2010; Lowrey 2006; Terris 1949). FRE scores
range from 0 to 100. Writings with FRE scores of 0–30 are considered very difficult,
31–50 difficult, 51–60 fairly difficult, 61–70 standard, 71–80 fairly easy, 81–90 easy,
and 91–100 very easy. Reader’s Digest rates as very easy, the New York Times as standard, and corporate annual reports as difficult on the FRE scale (Finn 1985).
Legislatures and government agencies often use FRE scores when setting policy.
For example, Florida requires insurance policies to achieve a minimum FRE score of
45, and Massachusetts requires a minimum score of 50.2 Similarly, California requires
financial institutions to provide notice to consumers when disclosing nonpublic personal information in a form that achieves a minimum FRE score of 50.3 Government
use of FRE statistics to make policy is an important benefit of using this measure to
capture opinion clarity because it suggests an objective range that consumer-oriented
lawmakers believe is appropriate for ensuring public comprehension. Although we do
not claim that judicial opinions might be as readable as the Reader’s Digest, these
consumer protection laws offer a sense of what judges might strive toward to ensure
widespread readability.
We use Flesch–Kincaid Grade-Level (FKGL) scores as our second measure of
opinion clarity. FKGL is calculated according to the following formula:
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(2)

Similar to FRE scores, FKGL is a widely used indicator of clarity (e.g., Law and
Zaring 2010; Milne, Culnan, and Greene 2006; Reilly and Richey 2011). One of the
advantages of FKGL scores is that they translate directly to the number of years of
education required to understand the text. For example, an FKGL score of 12 indicates
a text that can be read by someone who completed high school, and a score of 16 indicates a text that can be read by someone with the equivalent of a bachelor’s degree.
The percentage of passive sentences in a court’s opinion is our final measure of
opinion clarity. Passive voice, which occurs when the subject of a sentence receives
the verb’s action, is also considered an important determinant of clarity in judicial
opinions (Wanderer 2002, 63). According to Bryan Garner (2002, 41), author of a
seminal treatment on legal writing titled The Elements of Legal Style, “[t]he passive
voice may lead merely to vagueness, but it also lends itself to obfuscation.” As with
our other measures, the percentage of passive sentences is a widely used indicator of
clarity (e.g., Schroeder, Aggarwal, and Gibson 1991; Schroeder and Gibson 1990;
Wandersee and Clary 2007) and is employed by many popular word processing programs. Although the percentage of passive sentences is an intuitive one to interpret,
one downside relative to the other measures used here is that passive voice statistics
do not necessarily translate into easily understood substantive categories.
Each of these measures accurately reflects the concept of clarity as envisioned in
the legal literature discussed previously. Indeed, the Federal Judicial Center’s Judicial
Writing Manual encourages judges to utilize the “active voice” while writing “simple,
declarative sentences” that are “understandable by the general reader”—advice that is
built into the operationalization of the measures described above.4 To illustrate that
opinion clarity can vary considerably across these dimensions even in similar cases,
we analyzed four relatively recent state supreme court majority opinions addressing
the same legal question: whether warrantless searches of cell phones are constitutionally permitted incident to arrest.5 FRE scores ranged from 26.1 (very difficult) to 36.7
(difficult), FKGL scores ranged from 14 (corresponding to someone with two years of
college education) to 16.9 (corresponding to someone with a graduate degree), and
the percentage of passive content ranged from 4% to 16%.
Our sample of state supreme court opinions comes from the State Supreme Court
Data Project, which includes cases decided by high courts in all 50 states from 1995 to
1998.6 The sample begins with each of the 400 salient decisions in the database (Vining
and Wilhelm 2011). Salient decisions are those that received front-page coverage from
a state’s most circulated newspaper the day after they were handed down. Next, we
randomly sampled 5% of each state supreme court’s remaining decisions over the sample period.7 This sampling procedure yielded a total of 1,797 state supreme court decisions. After excluding cases for which we could not find a written opinion, we were left
with a sample of 1,783 opinions. To code opinion clarity for the cases in our sample, we
downloaded each decision from Lexis, highlighted the majority opinion, and used
Microsoft Word to generate the aforementioned readability statistics. Figure 1 displays
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Figure 1. Distributions of clarity measures.

histograms for each of our opinion clarity measures. Sample means for the readability
statistics are as follows: FRE = 34.6 (corresponding to a difficult text), FKGL = 13.8
(corresponding roughly to someone with two years of college education), and passive
sentences = 13.6%. Table 1 shows the average of each clarity measure by state.

Data Analysis
Bivariate Analysis
Perhaps the simplest approach to examining the association between opinion clarity
and retention mechanisms is to compare the means of various measures of opinion
clarity across the sundry types of judicial retention systems to see whether they differ
substantively and statistically from one another. States use four general retention
mechanisms for their supreme courts: partisan elections, nonpartisan elections, retention elections, and reappointment (by the governor, legislature, or a nominating commission). In addition, three states provide their high court judges with secure tenure
(i.e., judges are retained for life or until they reach a mandatory retirement age). We
perceive the primary differences in selection mechanism to be between contestable
elections (whether partisan or nonpartisan), retention elections, reappointment, and
secure tenure.8 Table 2 arrays the mean values of the FRE, FKGL, and the percentage
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Table 1. Average Clarity of State Supreme Court Opinions.

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota

Reading ease

Grade level

% Passive sentences

34.88
36.88
34.05
35.83
34.87
36.09
35.97
35.49
35.20
36.24
39.14
34.64
34.42
35.55
36.11
35.64
37.24
36.00
34.60
30.76
32.22
33.21
32.55
32.66
33.17
32.33
30.88
33.17
34.03
33.23
33.70
33.56
33.49
35.77
34.34
33.21
34.84
37.04
34.92
37.23
36.92

13.85
13.53
13.90
13.66
13.86
13.69
13.75
14.23
14.07
13.41
12.86
13.86
13.66
13.68
13.44
13.34
13.36
13.58
13.76
14.82
14.35
14.08
14.13
14.17
13.99
14.29
14.92
14.24
14.15
14.22
14.11
14.28
13.72
13.27
13.62
13.79
13.64
13.28
13.75
13.37
13.55

14.13
14.47
14.18
13.76
15.21
14.42
13.55
15.07
15.33
13.00
17.93
14.88
12.97
17.33
13.68
13.09
12.86
13.24
13.20
12.80
12.13
12.74
10.72
11.72
10.32
13.38
14.71
15.77
12.58
11.47
10.93
10.42
12.46
12.71
12.67
12.63
11.00
14.00
13.65
13.85
13.97
(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Reading ease

Grade level

% Passive sentences

34.20
35.14
33.17
33.56
35.02
35.94
35.82
33.71
35.68

13.79
14.04
14.43
13.77
13.53
13.50
13.52
13.88
13.61

13.43
14.13
13.44
15.48
12.08
13.74
14.79
13.45
14.03

Table 2. Mean Opinion Clarity by Retention System.
Measure
Reading ease

Competitive

Retention

34.64
34.57
[34.06, 35.22] [33.95, 35.19]
Grade level
13.79
13.89
[13.67, 13.91] [13.75, 14.03]
% Passive sentences
13.46
14.00
[13.02, 13.90] [13.49, 14.50]

Reappointment
35.16
[34.20, 36.11]
13.76
[13.55, 13.96]
13.25
[12.48, 14.02]

Life term

F-test

33.87
0.79
[32.36, 35.38] p = .50
14.05
1.29
[13.75, 14.35] p = .28
12.86
2.09
[11.80, 13.93] p = .10

Note. Cell entries are arithmetic means with 95% confidence intervals in brackets.

of passive sentences across states using contestable elections, retention elections, a
reappointment process, and states with judges who face no retention because they have
life terms.
The results show very little substantive variation from one scale to the next. None
of the differences in mean clarity scores are statistically significant across the groups.
For all pairwise comparisons (within a measure), the 95% confidence intervals overlap, but an analysis of variance (ANOVA) model provides a more appropriate test of
the null hypothesis that the means in each category do not differ from one another.9
The F-values from the ANOVA model are arrayed for each outcome measure in the
right-most column of Table 2; none of them are statistically significant.10 Moreover,
even if the differences were taken as population estimates (ignoring the uncertainty
around our point estimates), the differences between the largest and smallest values
are substantively trivial—a difference of 1.29 points in reading ease, a difference of
0.29 grade levels, and a 1.14% difference from the lowest to highest use of passive
content between retention elections and secure tenure. A substantively meaningful
response of judges to the electorate would, in our opinion, require at least a full gradelevel difference. A post hoc power analysis shows that given our sample sizes, we
would likely have sufficient statistical power to detect such an effect if it existed.11 In
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sum, there is a clear lack of either substantive or statistically significant differences in
the clarity of opinions across retention systems even when using multiple measures of
clarity.12

Multivariate Analysis
Here, we develop a multivariate model to test the theoretical expectation that courts
with judges who face competitive elections will produce clearer opinions in salient
cases in an effort to better communicate with constituents. Our dependent variable is
opinion clarity, and we fit separate models for each of the measures discussed above.13
The primary explanatory variables are an indicator for competitive retention elections,
a measure of case salience based on front-page coverage of a decision in the state’s
most circulated newspaper the day after being handed down (Vining and Wilhelm
2011), and the interaction of these variables.
We also include a variety of control variables to account for additional influences
on opinion clarity. Complex cases may generate opinions that are more difficult to
read on average. To capture case complexity, we include a variable scoring the number
of issues in a case, an indicator for cases with more than two litigants, and an indicator
denoting the presence of amicus curiae (see Collins 2008).14 Courts with productivity
constraints may find it more difficult to produce clear opinions. To capture productivity constraints, we include a measure of state supreme court professionalism that
accounts for the number of law clerks employed (Squire 2008), the number of cases
per judge decided by the court that year, and an indicator variable for courts with discretionary dockets.
To account for the state’s political and socioeconomic environment, we include
several variables. Owens, Wedeking, and Wohlfarth (2013) find that the U.S. Supreme
Court produces opinions that are more difficult to read when facing a hostile Congress
to insulate its policies from political attack. Because even elected courts may face
political attacks from coordinate state branches, we include a variable capturing the
absolute value of the ideological distance between the state supreme court and state
government.15 Second, to ensure these institutional ideal points are located in the same
policy space, we use Brace, Langer, and Hall’s (2000) measure of state supreme court
ideology and Berry et al.’s (1998) measure of state government ideology. We also
include a variable capturing the percentage of a state’s population who are college
graduates. Last, we account for issue area and time effects. Our issue variables include
an indicator scored 1 for constitutional cases and issue fixed effects. We also include
year fixed effects.16
Table 3 displays results from a series of ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions
explaining the determinants of opinion clarity across state supreme courts. Although
none the coefficients on the use of competitive elections or the interaction between
competitive elections and salience are statistically significant, to probe the matter
more thoroughly, we present the effects of the use of competitive elections on opinion
clarity varying case salience in Table 4. For salient cases, the difference between contestable and noncontestable elections is substantively negligible (one-fourth of a
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Table 3. The Determinants of State Supreme Court Opinion Clarity.
Reading ease
Competitive elections
Salient case
Competitive × Salient
Issues
Multiple parties
Amicus participation
Court professionalism
Caseload
Discretionary docket
% College
Constitutional case
Intercept
r2
RMSE
N

Grade level

−0.61
(0.54)
−1.27
(0.70)
0.85
(0.94)
0.45
(0.22)
0.54
(0.47)
0.36
(0.63)
2.25
(1.17)
0.02
(0.03)
0.15
(0.60)
−0.12
(0.07)
−0.29
(1.31)
35.99
(2.25)
.05
7.89
1,783

0.06
(0.13)
0.36
(0.19)
−0.23
(0.24)
−0.12*
(0.05)
−0.10
(0.10)
−0.17
(0.12)
−0.28
(0.31)
−0.004
(0.009)
−0.05
(0.16)
0.03*
(0.01)
−0.07
(0.32)
13.51
(0.49)
.05
1.68
1,783

% Passive sentences
−0.77
(0.46)
0.31
(0.54)
0.53
(0.76)
0.16
(0.18)
−0.50
(0.42)
−0.07
(0.50)
0.76
(1.00)
0.01
(0.02)
−0.61
(0.42)
−0.102
(0.053)
−0.97
(0.69)
15.22
(2.03)
.02
6.23
1,783

Note. Issue and year fixed effects are not displayed; RMSE = root mean square error. Robust standard
errors in parentheses.
*p < .05 (two-tailed).

Table 4. Selection Method, Salience, and Opinion Clarity.

Difference between competitive elections
and noncompetitive elections on salient
cases
Difference between competitive elections
and noncompetitive elections on
nonsalient cases
Difference-in-differences

Reading ease

Grade level

% Passive sentences

0.25 (1.02)

−0.17 (0.25)

−0.23 (0.77)

−0.61 (0.54)

0.06 (0.13)

−0.77 (0.46)

0.85 (0.94)

−0.23 (0.24)

0.53 (0.76)

Note. Standard errors (in parentheses) are computed using the Delta method. The difference between
figures in the first two rows may differ slightly from the difference-in-differences row due to rounding error.
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reading ease point, less than one-fifth of a grade level, and less than one-fourth percent
of passive content) and statistically insignificant. In nonsalient cases, the differences
between elected and appointed judges are again statistically insignificant, and substantively trivial, with the grade-level effect being less than one-tenth of a grade level, and
the reading ease and passive content measures suggesting that, if anything, elected
judges are less clear in their opinions, although these effects are very modest. To determine whether the effects of retention method on opinion clarity differ across salient
and nonsalient cases, we calculate a difference-in-differences (with standard errors
calculated by the delta method). Across all three measures of opinion clarity, we find
no support for the hypothesis that case salience conditions the relationship between
opinion clarity and method of retention as none of the difference-in-differences figures
are statistically or substantively significant.17
Turning to the controls, none of the explanatory variables are consistent predictors
of opinion clarity. Counterintuitively, an increase in the number of issues in a case is
associated with a decrease in the average grade level associated with opinion text.
However, the change is substantively small: one additional issue is associated with a
decrease in the grade level required to understand the text of about 0.12 [−0.21,
−0.03].18 An increase in the percentage of state residents with a college degree is associated with an increase in the average grade level associated with opinion text. But
here again, the change is substantively small: an increase of 1% in state residents with
a college degree is associated with about a 0.03 [<0.01, 0.05] increase in the grade
level required to understand the opinion text. Although the issue area fixed effects are
not jointly significant in any model, the year fixed effects are jointly significant (p < .01)
in the reading ease and grade-level models.

Conclusion
Ultimately, the debate over how to structure judicial selection and retention systems is
best informed by empirical evidence concerning the consequences of institutional
design choices. Recent work employing objective indicators of judicial performance
to examine the effects of these institutional choices represents an important advancement in the study of judicial politics in the states. The theoretical and empirical results
in this literature support three alternative views regarding the link between judicial
independence and performance in the states: elected courts perform better in light of
the accountability constraint and need to communicate clearly with diverse constituents, elected courts perform worse because they attract less able judges on average,
and performance is similar due to the influence of professional norms. We contribute
to this debate by examining the relationship between judicial retention and opinion
clarity, which is a core component of judicial performance. The results suggest that
there is no substantively meaningful difference in opinion clarity across retention systems. Moreover, elected courts do not appear to produce clearer opinions in salient
cases notwithstanding enhanced public scrutiny. Overall, these results are consistent
with the view that there are certain dimensions of performance that judges manage in
similar ways despite facing different institutional environments.
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Understanding the link between judicial independence and opinion clarity also has
implications for the developing literature on opinion quality. The prevailing view has
long been that “the difficulties inherent in attempting to measure opinion quality are
possibly insurmountable” (Stewart and Heck 1987, 373n3). Recently, however, scholars have employed innovative objective measures to capture opinion quality. The most
prominent study at the intersection of state politics and judicial behavior is Choi,
Gulati, and Posner’s (2010) use of external citations to examine opinion quality in
state supreme courts, finding that elected courts produce lower-quality opinions on
average. Although the use of citations to capture opinion quality is popular in the study
of judicial politics, it has been widely criticized (e.g., Farber 2005; Marshall 2004;
Solum 2005), with the most common concern being that citations are a better indicator
of influence. To the extent that clarity is a component of opinion quality (see, for
example, Clark and Carrubba 2012; Lax and Cameron 2007), our results contradict
those presented by Choi, Gulati, and Posner (2010). Of course, there are limitations to
using clarity as a measure of quality. Although clarity may be a necessary condition for
a quality opinion, it is not sufficient. For example, a clear opinion might be poorly
organized, unpersuasive, or lack fidelity to the law. Notwithstanding these limitations,
we encourage scholars interested in opinion quality to consider clarity as an additional
measure.
Although our results suggest that there is no substantively meaningful difference in
opinion clarity across judicial retention systems in the states, there are several questions deserving of attention in future research. Our sampling procedure yielded cases
from 1995 to 1998 across many issue areas, but it is possible that incentives to produce
clear opinions have changed in light of recent increases in the competitiveness of state
judicial elections or that there is more variation within particular issue areas. In addition, while we focus specifically on the clarity of the opinion as a whole, a similar
approach can be invoked to examine the causes and consequences of the clarity of
legal rules. While there may be some overlap between opinion and rule clarity, these
are distinct concepts. For example, judges might articulate complex legal rules in
opinions that are highly readable. Legal rules might also be difficult to implement due
to vagueness despite being quite clear in the sense that we use the term here. In Brown
v. Board of Education II (1955), for example, the Supreme Court ordered the lower
courts to implement desegregation plans with “all deliberate speed.” As a result, it is
important for scholars to be clear about the underlying concept of interest. Last, judges
sometimes have incentives to produce vague opinions (Staton and Vanberg 2008). For
example, judges might be less likely to produce clear opinions when facing threats of
noncompliance from key political actors. This expectation can be incorporated into
future research by modeling the ideological direction of decisions and the preferences
of actors charged with implementation.
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Notes
1. For examples of research concerning the effects of rule clarity, see Spriggs (1997) and
Staton and Romero (n.d.).
2. Florida Statute 627.4145, Readable Language in Insurance Policies.
3. California Financial Privacy Act, Chapter 243 Section 6.
4. This discussion appears on p. 23 of the most recent edition of the manual published in 1991
(available online through the Federal Judicial Center).
5. These cases were Commonwealth v. Phifer, 979 N.E.2d 201 (Mass 2012); People v. Diaz,
244 P.3d 501 (Cal. 2011); Smallwood v. State, 2013 Fla. Lexis 887 (2013); and State v.
Smith, 920 N.E.2d 949 (Ohio 2009).
6. Special thanks to Paul Brace and Melinda Gann Hall who oversaw the construction of the
database, which is publicly available at http://www.ruf.rice.edu/~pbrace/statecourt/
7. The database combines supreme court cases in Oklahoma and Texas, both of which have
two supreme courts.
8. We also fit models comparing all elected judges (partisan, nonpartisan, and retention) and
found no significance in the corresponding analysis of variance (ANOVA) models for all
three measures of opinion clarity. In addition, we ran an ANOVA model comparing the means
of partisan and nonpartisan elections separately with the other systems and found no significant difference in reading ease or grade level; the ANOVA for percent passive content was
statistically significant but was driven by a difference between retention elections and secure
tenure, which is not consistent with any of the theories advanced here but is so substantively
insignificant (a difference of 1.14% passive content) as to render the finding unimportant and
wholly consistent with the statistically insignificant results in the other models.
9. The ANOVA test is a more appropriate statistical test because pairwise tests of differences
of means require many comparisons, and the chance of falsely rejecting the null hypothesis
(a Type I error) increase with the number of comparisons.
10. In addition to the outright statistical insignificance of these ANOVA tests, we note that
when testing a hypothesis using multiple outcome measures, an adjustment to the p value
is typically appropriate (Dunn 1961). Using the popular Bonferroni–Dunn measure (Dunn
1961), to have a true family-wise error rate of α = .05 with n = 4 comparisons, the appropriate individual comparison level of α should be .05 4 = .0125, which is even further
from the p values we report.
11. To rule out the possibility that the nonsignificant results occurred due to a lack of statistical
power, we ran a basic power analysis using G*Power (Faul et al. 2009). Based on our observed
means and observed sample sizes and using the standard .05 level of significance, we have over
an 80% chance of finding statistically significant effects at Cohen’s (1988) f = .23, which
is slightly smaller than what Cohen terms a “medium” effect, somewhat larger than Cohen’s
“small” effect, and much smaller than Cohen’s guideline for detecting a “large” effect.
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12. Of course, the simple bivariate relationship between retention mechanisms and opinion
clarity may suffer from omitted variables bias. As a result, we also fit versions of the multivariate model presented below testing for differences between each combination of systems. The results suggest that there are no substantively meaningful differences in opinion
clarity between any pair of retention systems.
13. The results are substantively similar employing the Coleman–Liau Index as an alternative
measure of clarity.
14. Data for the independent variables are from the State Supreme Court Data Project unless
otherwise noted. Less than 5% of cases involved more than four issues (with a high of
21), so we collapsed the last category to capture cases with four or more issues presented.
However, the results are not sensitive to this choice.
15. For an example of court-curbing in the states, see Senate Bill 5867 (2013) in the State of
Washington proposing to eliminate four state supreme court seats.
16. We also fit models with author random effects to control for individual idiosyncrasies
in opinion writing, and the results are substantively similar; there is no indication that
variation in retention system or the interaction between retention system and case salience
yields opinions that differ meaningfully in clarity.
17. As a robustness check, we ran additional models where rather than interacting salience
and competitive elections, we split the sample and ran separate models on all salient cases
only and then on all nonsalient cases only. The results were substantively similar to those
presented here.
18. 95% confidence intervals are in brackets.
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